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Abstract

Participation in a group process or workshop is easily stifled when participants perceive a

facilitator to prefer some ideas and outcomes over others. When insights emerge from the

parlicipants themselves, they become more invested in the process and the outcomes. But what

should teachers who use facilitation techniques some of the time in their classes do to be

perceived as facilitating not directing the class. Conversely, what should facilitators of any kind

of group do when they see that a crucial insight is not emerging? This article describes the

design of a workshop in which the participants-including myself -can learn from each other's

experiences and insights regarding the tension between facilitating and "teaching" and the

difficulties alternating between the two roles. The workshop consists of a series of activities for

group interaction and intrapersonal reflection that should bring the experience and insight of
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teacher-facilitators to the surface. References are orovided so that readers can exolore the

activities further in their own work.

An Exploratory Workshop

Participation in a group process or workshop is easily stifled when participants perceive a

facilitator to prefer some ideas and outcomes over others. When insights emerge from the

participants themselves, they become more invested in the process and the outcomes. But what

should teachers who use facilitation techniques some of the time in their classes do to be

perceived as facilitating neutrally, not directing the class. Conversely, what should facilitators of

any kind of group do when they see that a crucial insight is not emerging?

I have designed my IAF 2000 workshop so that the participants-including myself-can

learn from each other's experiences and insights regarding the tension between facilitating and

teaching (broadly construed), and the difficulties alternating between the two roles. The

workshop consists of a series of activities for group interaction and intrapersonal reflection that

should bring the experience and insight ofteacher-facilitators to the surface. (A secondary aim

of the workshop is that participants in their own work will explore further the interaction and

reflection activities used during the workshop that were new to them.)

There are two phases to the workshop. The first phase is a case in which I alternate

between teacher and facilitator. As teacher I present a mini-lecture on the topic of population

and environment. This is a topic of general interest selected because I can, in a short time using

slides and audience participation, introduce some non-standard perspectives about the role of

scientific knowledge in shaping what counts as an environmental problem and for whom it is a

problem (Taylor 1999). Then as facilitator I will lead a focused conversation (Stanfield 1997).

This is designed so participants learn what other participants have observed and experienced
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regarding the topic of population and environment and move from separate impressions to a

dialogue on implications of the lecture.

The second phase moves the workshop from presentation of a case of alternating between

teacher and facilitator to eliciting participants'insights on that issue. To effect a clear transition

between the two phases, I will lead participants in ten minutes guided freewriting'(Elbow

1981). Each participant will start writing with the unfinished sentence: "In this case it wasn't I

who tried to shift between teaching and facilitating, but the thoughts/ feelings/ experiences that

come to mind about trying to do this in my own work include..." The freewriting should expose

thoughts about the topic that had been below the surface of their attention.

Primed by the freewriting, participants will then complete a questionnaire on a) the

essence of their own approach to the tensions between facilitating and teaching, plus contextual

information (see b-f below). This questionnaire is based on the "Sense-Making" approach to

information seeking and use developed by Brenda Dervin, in the Department of Communication

at Ohio State (Derwin 1999). One finding from Sense-Making research is that people make

much better sense of seminar presentations and other scholarly contributions when these are

accompanied by contextual information along the following lines:

b) The reason(s) I took this road is (are)...

c) The best of what I have achieved is...

d) what has been particularly helpful to me in this endeavor has been...

e) What has hindered me, what I have struggled with has been...

f) What would help me now is...

Volunteers will then be invited to speak for two minutes, presenting one or two highlights

from their responses and any additions they make while listening to the speakers who go before

them.


